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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Segregation and the work function of a random alloy: 
Pd Ag( 11 1) 

s crampint 
Instirute for Thearetical physics, Catholic University of Nijmegen. Toemmiveld, N U 5 2 5  ED 
Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

Received 8 lune 1993, in final form 29 July 1993 

Abstract. Self-cmsistent parameter-free falculations of the surface ele.clmnic JwEture of a 
raadom alloy arc used to discuss h e  canpositional dependance of the work funcricm (e) of 
the PdAg(II1) random alloy surface. For crysialr with uniform cmcmmtion pro f i le  9 varies 
almost linearly between the pure metal limits. and in the presence of segmgabn is found to 
be a measure of the surface layer canposition. Good agreement with measured plycrystaUine 
work hctims is fwnd using experimentally determined segregation data The resdtr ue used 
to understand screening within PdAg alloy and point 10 possible smface-alloy formation during 
the growth of Pd on Ag. 

Random-alloy surfaces are of importance in surface chemistry where compositional variables 
are exploited to tailor properties or segregation used to concentrate expensive catalytic 
components. ?he complexity arising from compositional disorder prevents the application 
of theoretical techniques which can describe these surfaces with similar accuracy to that 
available for pure metal surfaces or simple adsorbate systems, but developments based 
upon the Koninga-Kohn-Rostoker coherent-potential approximation (KKRCTA) have enabled 
parameter-free, charge self-consistent calculations for bulk alloys comparable to multiple- 
scamring treatments of ordered solids [l]. Surface applications of this theory have 
been restricted to approximate implementations [Z] (non-selfsonsistent, using bulk-alloy 
scattering), and only recently fully implemented (in a related formalism) and used for 
disordered overlayers on metal substrates [J]. Charge self-consistency is essential in the 
description of many surface properties, e.g. energetics. In this regard the electronic work 
function 0 is important, being both very sensitive to the charge distribution and also 
experimentally measurable with good accuracy. For alloys, measurements of 0 during 
annealing are used to monitor surface aggregation 141. In this letter I show that alloy 
work functions calculated within the CPA agree with experimental data, implying thal this 
approximation describes well the layer-averaged charge distribution. Conclusion are drawn 
regarding screening at the alloy surfaces, and questions raised regarding the interpretation 
of Pd on Ag growth experiments. 

The work function @ is evaluated from [SI 

@ = A@ - EF (1) 

t Address for conespoodence: TCM, Cavendtsh Laboratory. %&gley Road. Cambridge, CB3 OHE, UK. E-mail 
address: sclCO16@phy.wm.ac.uk 
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where Ez is the Fermi energy and A@ is the difference in eleclmstatic potential across the 
surface region. For a semi-infinite sample of surface area N A  (N + m; A unit cell area) 
161 

where the multipoles associated with site R = (RI,, RL) are 

with T R  = r - R, n ( r )  the electronic charge density and ZR and SR the nuclear charge and 
atomic cell at R, respectively. For an ideal substitutional alloy where the atoms occupy a 
regular lattice the. summation over R, is equivalent to performing a con6gurational average 
(denoted ( }) and 

7his forms the basis of the calculated a. 
The multipoles are obtained from layer KKR [7] electmnic sh'uctlrre calculations within 

the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) and using the CPA 181 for the random state. These 
also provide EF from the charge neutrality condition. Details regarding the method may 
be found in [7,9, lo]. Briefly, the Green function G(r ,  T')  is found by multiple Scattering 
techniques using a layer-wise decomposition and subsequent resummation of scattering 
paths. The charge density n ( r )  = (I/n)Im G ( r ,  T )  is found self-consistently, so that the 
potential used to generate n ( r )  is the same as the sum of the elecEostatic potential @(T) 

generated by n ( r )  and the nuclear charges, and the exchangecorrelation potential which is 
evaluated in the local-density approximation. In solving the Poisson equation, only charge 
and dipole contributions are included, and G ( r ,  r') is found using the spherical average 
of each atom-centred expansion of the potential. The utility of this approach was recently 
demonstrated by Skriver and Rosengaard [I  11 in elucida!ing the trends in elemental surface 
energies and work functions. 

Random occupancy is accommodated via the B A ,  with the site-diagonal Green function 
configurationally averaged through the condition that layer-concenmtion weighted scattering 
by impurities within the CPA medium vanishes: 

@& - + q' = 0. 
ar=Pd,Ag 

Here, fii denotes the concentration and m the inverse-scattering matrix of species w, layer 
i ,  and mc, sc are respectively the layer-dependent inverse-scattering matrix and scattering 
path operator of the CPA medium. Equation (5) applies to each layer within the solid, which 
are coupled via the renormalized propagator A in the expression for t& 
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B is the intralayer structure constant. In practice, beyond three or four layers into the solid 
mi may be bed at the bulk value. Previous applications to alloys include the effects of 
interdiffusion on interface magnetism [9,12] and alloy defect energies [13]. 

The calculations use spd partial waves and 13 plane waves for interlayer scattering. 
Valence band integrals use 16 points along a semi-circular contour and Brillouin zone 
integrals 45 special points within the 1/12th irreducible segment. AH states are treated 
scalar relativistically. These parameters give good convergence (see also [14]), and the 
calculated lattice cOnStantS are apd = 3.91 A (experiment, 3.89 A) and c?Ag = 4.07 A 
(4.09 A). For calculating @, experimental a were used and for the alloys Vegards law was 
assumed. No surface relaxations were considered (see table 1). Allowing the top three 
subswte layers and two vacuum layers to relax self-consistently gives @(111) to < 5 meV. 
The values found for the pure merals are Ow = 5.59 eV (experiment 5.6 eV [15], 5.55 eV 
[161) and 9~~ = 4.80 eV (experiment 4.69 eV, 4.74 eV [171). 

Tmblr 1. Caleulated work functions (in eV) for overlayer systems Pd/Ag(ll I) and Afld(l11). 
For the ideal stmctw the wedayer adopts substrate interatomic spacings. The relaxed S I N C ~ K ~  

is given by touching bulk radii. For the latkr the fust value corresponds to all volume changes 
accmcdated withln the overlayer atminic sphere. and for the second il is shared equally 
between overlayer and interface atans. Also shown are results for dean surfaces, relaxation 
indicating a 2% contraction in toplayer spacing (as an upper h i t  to assess the possible 
imponance of stmcmral rrlaaIion) and results at dfleerent laDicc constants. 

~~ ~ 

Ideal Relaxed 

Pd/Ag(lll) 5.51 549 ,551  
A@d(l I I )  4.86 4.92. 4.91 
Pd(ll1) 5.59 5.58, 5.59 
A N l l )  4.80 4.15,4.15 
Pd(lll)atun, 5.53 - 
A~(111) 4.99 - 

Figure. I(a) shows a(111) calculated for PdAg alloys. For crystals with uniform 
composition pro6le @ deviates only slightly from linear dependance upon bulk Ag 
concenWon, &. Both AQ and EF (figure I@)) show more variation due to the competing 
effects of increasing volume and valency with rising Ag content. The variation of the 
dipole barrier (1.0 eV between the pure metal limits) dominates. In the Pd-rich regime the 
increasing volume is the major influence, inducing sp -+ d charge transfer and reducing EF 
as the environment becomes m m  atomic lie. (In the jellium model of metallic surfaces 
[51 AQ * n to a good approximation. By their very nature it is the sp electrons which spill 
out, the tightly bound d electrons playing a more passive die.) Increasing valence becomes 
significant beyond &iK N 0.4 when the 4d band is full. The trend in EF is reversed as the 
density of levels accommodating subsequenr charge incTease is greatly reduced and the fall 
in AQ partially resisted by the increasing sp charge count However, since @ depends upon 
AQ - EF these variations largely cancel. 

For Ag-enriched surfaces, compositions are used consistent with Auger electron 
spectroscopy hom supported polycrystaUine catalysts [18]: these are bulklsurface Ag- 
concentrations fi&lj& = 0.2510.55. 0.5010.725 and 0.7510.85. The resulting @(111) are 
lower than me ideal surface values so the concentration graph cmes concavely below the 
linear interpolation between @Pd. O A ~ .  This is consistent with the value for polycrystalline @ 
measured by Bouwman et al [191 (figure I@)) and the magnitude of curvature quantitatively 
correct. It is concluded that the configurationally averaged multipoles obtained within the 
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Figurp 1. ( U )  Coocentration grsph of Ihe calculated 
work fondon for PdAg(ll1) with ideal mncentratiaa 
profiles (0) and with Ag sepgatioo (A) (see text 
for detsils). (6) Dipole (Ad) and Fenni mergy (Ep) 
~ t r i b u t i u e s f o r P d A ~ ( l I l ~ a l 1 ~  surf-withuniform 
coomtration. (c) Enpelimentdly determined w a k  
function ofpolycryslalline PdAg after sintering at293 K 
and following equilibriatim at 573 K. ( f m  [ZII). The 
dashed line is the calculated vuiatian of 6(111) shifted 
rigidly by -0.36 eV. 
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m A  are accurate. This is despite both measured surface compositions and work functions 
refering to polycrystalline samples whereas this study concerns the (111) surface. Face- 
dependent work functions of Pd and Ag differ uniformly by -0.8eV [20], whilst the 
arguments accounting for a linear variation of Cy1111 with composition for ideal crystals 
apply to other surfaces. Hence, in the absence of segregation, the polycrystalline 9 
would also vary linearly with composition. Also, it is evident in figure l(a) that for 
enriched surfaces Q, is similar in value to that of crystals with uniform composition and 
the same Ag conten1 as at the surfaces of the former, so, for non-uniform concenlration 
profiles, 9 is a good measure of surface composition. This is confirmed by calculations for 
other concentration profiles, including multilayer segregation which show 0 is essentially 
independent of subsurface concentration. Examples are the systems with (S-1 denotes 
subsurface layer) p5plrll.i;'I& = 0.5010.72510.725, for which 9 = 4.97 eV is found, 
and p$lpZ;II& = 0.2510.1010.55, for which 9 = 5.20 eV. Thus the agreement in the 
magnitude of curvature is consistent with the use of h e  polycrystalline surface compositions. 

These results are in accord with disordered overlayer calculations PdAg/Ag(oOl) where 
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I 
substrate overlayer 

Figure 2. (U)  Energy diagram of the clean surface. A similar diagmm applies to the overlayer 
material. (b) Patentid line-up in the vamic sphere appmximatiai, before self-consistency (c) 
Energy diagram for the overlayer syslcm, accormting far '4 being independent of the subsbate 
Fermi level 

Q, - Q,M was found proportional to the surface Ag concentration [31. Apparantly, Q, is 
independant of the number of surface layers (> 1) of concentration p i g  and of the subsb-ate 
composition, and hence independant of the bulk conhibution to the work function EF, 
equation (1). This paradox is due to efficient screening, as illustrated by the energy diagrams 
in figure 2. Imagine the surface potential for an overlayer (or enriched selvedge region) 
consmcted in two stages, cuaing around the cell potentials of the respective bulk materials 
and rigidly pasting together, figure 2(b), and then allowing self-consistent relaxation. Within 
the ASA the bulk potentials are referenced to a common energy zero, V,, whilst the respective 
Fermi levels of substrate and overlayer are difierent, driving charge msfer  during self- 
consistency creating a dipole banier of height bomR - Egus at the interface to equilibriate 
them. If the screening length is shorter than the overlayer thickness and no mutual interaction 
occurs between interfacial and surface dipole barriers, the energy diagram in figure 2(c) 
applies and 

Q, = A+ - E;us = Aq5OVER - (EFw - E;m) - = @OVER. (7) 

Under these conditions Q, is that of the overlayer material. For the PdAg system this holds 
well on the monolayer (ML) scale, implying a very short screening length. Note the relevant 
Fermi energy for the overlayer is that evaluated at the subshate lattice dimension, which for 
the present case gives Ag+Pd charge transfer. The lattice constants of Ag and Pd differ 
by - 5% but is not sufficiently sensitive to this-and Q,pd not at all40 significantly 
modify the situation, see table 1. 

Calculated and measured work functions for several other ordered metal-on-metal 
systems, e.g. Au/Cr(OOI) [Zl], Co/Au(OOl) [ZZ], Ag/Fe(001) [23] and Cu/Ru(OOOl) [NI 
also indicate @ close to that of the overlayer species for coverages 0 > 1 ML. In contrast, 
Q, measured during the growth of Pd/Ag increases gradually, reaching saturation only for 
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0 LT 8 ML [25]. The results for the alloy and overlayer (table 1) systems reported here 
indicate this is inconsistent with the layer-by-layer growth of a Pd ftlm [25], which would 
lead to a rapid rise of @ with 0, but point to the likely formation of a less Pd-rich surface 
alloy phase. Interestingly, it has been inferred recently that the growth of Pd on Al(111). 
for which a(@) shows a similar evolution [26], initially proceeds through just such an alloy 
formation [27]. 

To summarize, it has been shown that work functions of PdAg random alloys calculated 
within the BA are in good agreement with experiment, indicating an accurate description of 
the layer-averaged charge distribution and hence the possibility of an ab initio description of 
other surface-related alloy properties. These rcsults also indicate that work function changes 
measured during the thermal treatment of alloys, currently used to determine the nature of 
the segregating species [41, may, in conjunction with similar calculations to these, be used 
for a quantitative measure of surface enrichment. It has also been suggested that the growth 
of Pd on Ag involves the formation of an alloy phase at the surface. 

This work was supported by the Stichting VOOI Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie. 
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